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FIFE Project

• Standardize computing framework for non-LHC
FNAL experiments

• Offer a robust, shared, and modular set of tools for 
experiments, including:

– Job submission and monitoring
– Workflow management software
– Data management and transfer tools
– Continuous Integration service
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Landscape Monitoring Project
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● Submissions: 200K/month; 5K/day; <1/s
● Jobs: 5-10M/month

○ 80% successful
○ 20% fail
○ 5% held (e.g. exceeding resource requests)
○ 5% cancelled

Job Stats
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● It is difficult to tell at the time of job submission how long the job will take to run and if it 
will run successfully

● We have a rich set of job history data in Elasticsearch
● Based on submission parameters (experiment, owner, command, resource requests, etc.) 

use machine learning to predict:
○ How likely is it that the jobs in the submission will fail or be held?
○ How much memory will the jobs actually use?
○ How efficiently will the jobs use CPU?

● Applications:
○ If it is predicted with high probability that some threshold will not be met, the 

submission will be flagged. Or maybe modify/ask user to modify some parameters, 
e.g.
■ Submit fewer jobs initially
■ Reduce the memory request

○ Help us differentiate between black hole nodes and probably-bad workflows when 
we see large numbers of failures

Purpose
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We hope to see a drop in failed and held jobs, and higher efficiency and 
utilization.

What’s the endgame?
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● Which one?
● Limited ML expertise in our group
● Significant time commitment to build this up from scratch, select 

algorithms, test them, etc.

Okay - let’s throw all our data at an ML framework!
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Google AutoML Tables

● Google’s cloud-based platform for machine learning on structured data
● Big draw:  you don’t need to be well-versed in machine learning algorithms
● You upload your data, set some parameters
● Training takes place on their servers
● AutoML will try to train on various models, select the best ones, refine those
● Can deploy trained model on their servers for querying, or export it into a 

container and deploy it yourself
● https://cloud.google.com/automl-tables/
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Preparing the datasets

● Python script to pull Elasticsearch data from Landscape, transform fields, and write out 
CSV

● Our target column was a derived field we called EndStatus
○ Did the job run? (RUN/IDLE)
○ Was it successful or not, or did it not complete?  

(SUCCESS/FAIL/HELD/CANCELLED)
○ If the job went held, why?  (MEMORY/DISK/TIME/OTHER)
○ Sample EndStatuses: RUN-SUCCESS; RUN-HELD-TIME; IDLE-CANCELLED, etc.

● 13 input columns
○ What is being run?
○ Who is running it?
○ Resource requests
○ Some other info
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Preparing/Uploading Data in Google AutoML Tables
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Training Runs

● We did two training runs:
○ Test run: Train for 1 hour on one day of data (December 1, 2019) - ~150k rows
○ “Final” run:  Train for 6 hours on one month of data (December 2019) - ~5M 

rows
● AutoML splits up data automatically into 3 sets:

○ Training set (80% of data)
○ Validation set (10%) - Trial models evaluated against this set during training
○ Testing set (10%) - Trained model evaluated against this set to generate 

metrics for us to evaluate
● All categories (RUN-SUCCESS, RUN-FAIL, etc.) must be present in each split.  

Even with 5M rows, we had to merge some of the RUN-HELD categories to 
satisfy this requirement.
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Explanation of Results

● Confusion Matrix:
○ Top axis:  Predicted outcome; Left axis:  Actual outcome
○ Ideally, diagonal elements would be 100%, meaning every time the model 

predicted a certain outcome, it was right
○ Similarly, off-diagonal elements would be zero or minimal

● Feature Importance:  
○ Which features are the most important in predicting the outcomes
○ Specifically, if you vary a feature value, how much does that affect the 

outcome (the more the outcome variation, the more important the feature)
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Test Run (One-day Dataset Model)

Confusion Matrix Feature 
Importance
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One-month Dataset Model

Confusion Matrix Feature 
Importance
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One-month Dataset Model

Confusion Matrix Feature 
Importance
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Takeaways from Initial Runs

● The models seem to be good at finding successful jobs, but mistake 
held/failed jobs for successful ones at a high rate.

● We thought that the one-month model would be more accurate in these cases, 
but it seems like adding more data confused the model further 
○ One day’s data didn’t accurately represent the mixed nature of the whole 

month of submissions.
● AutoML Tables allows the user to set the number of hours a model should train 

on the data set.  
○ If it detects that there’s no increase in quality of the model, it stops training 

early.  
○ In both runs, AutoML trained on the data sets for the full time
○ So the platform thought there was room for improvement as well.
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A Meeting with Google

Met with Google staff (including ML experts); they had a number of comments

1) Most FIFE jobs are successful - well over 80%.  This skews the training - meaning a trained model is 
more biased towards predicting that a job is successful, all other things equal 

- Balance out data
- Perhaps start with binary SUCCESS/FAIL categorization so that the number of each outcome is 

closer to equal
2) The Cmd (user executable) was the most important feature.  Do the args to that executable help 

predict success?
3) Is there a time dependence?

- We assumed job outcome was mostly time-independent.  Is that true?
- Enrich the data using contextual time-dependent info (e.g. transfer rates to/from storage 

elements at time of submission)
4) Perhaps treat this as an anomaly-detection problem (for which AutoML is not well-suited)?
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Future Work

● Look back at our data and see if we can select the data better to boost 
prediction accuracy, especially for not-successful jobs

● Perhaps widen the time window even more to train on more data, or train for 
longer than 6 hours.

● Continue to work with Google to see if they can help provide more insight into 
getting a better ML model

● Other models
○ CPU Efficiency
○ Memory Usage Prediction
○ Black Hole Node prediction
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Thank you!
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Input columns for AutoML Tables
● Cmd - Name of job executable
● DESIRED_Sites - Requested sites to run jobs at
● DESIRED_usage_model - Request to run onsite/offsite
● DesiredOS - Requested OS of host to run jobs on
● JOB_EXPECTED_MAX_LIFETIME - Requested runtime for job (wall time)
● Jobsub_Group - Experiment the user belongs to
● Owner - User submitting jobs
● POMS4_CAMPAIGN_ID - Numeric ID assigned by Production Operations Management System 

software (POMS) for its campaigns (series of jobs organized into a workflow)
● RequestCpus - Number of CPUs a user requests to run his/her jobs
● RequestDisk - Requested disk space allocation for host/slot on which the job runs
● RequestMemory - Requested memory allocation for host/slot on which the job runs
● role - Characteristic that affects user mapping, usually determined by user’s function in 

experiment
● SingularityImage - Singularity Image, if any, a user requests his/her job be run inside
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